changes sign at each zero then for small « (1.5) has at least three periodic solutions as stated. [4] Let fix) = A3x6 -A2x4 + A^2 -A0 -Cx (1.9)
vortex or a line doublet, the method is particularly simple. Ringleb2 has investigated these cases, but his diagrams for the doublet do not illustrate what is perhaps one of the most interesting things about the corresponding compressible flow, the type of limit lines and singularities which occur. In the present paper special attention is paid to these points.
The solution in the hodograph plane. For incompressible flow, the complex potential for a line doublet is given by w = -1/z, qe~'6 -dw/dz = I/22, where q is the magnitude and 6 the inclination to the real axis of the velocity. Eliminating z we obtain 1/2 -id/2 w = -q e , whence ^ = q1/2 sin 6/2,
where \p is the stream function. The two branches of (1) correspond to the two halfplanes, on each side of the doublet axis. If only the upper half-plane is considered the hodograph plane is once covered, but is cut from the origin along 6 = 0 to q -1. That solution of the hodograph equations of compressible flow which corresponds to (1) is
where r = q2/Q2 Q being the maximum velocity, corresponding to zero density, and /(r) = F(a, b; 3/2; r)
where F is a hypergeometric function with ab = -3/3/8, a + b = (1 -20)/2, being the reciprocal of 7 -1, where 7 is the adiabatic index. The hypergeometric series (3) converges rapidly and is easily calculated for values of r < 1. Near r = 1 the expansion in terms of 1 -r may be used.* Thus the flow pattern in the hodograph plane is found.
Reversion to the physical plane. The coordinates in the physical plane, x, y, are given by dx = (d<f>/q) cos 6 -(p0/p)(d\f//q) sin 0 and (4) dy = (d<t>/q) sin 6 + (pjp)(di/q) cos 6, where and (po/p) the density ratio, given by
Equations (2), (4) and (5) Singularities of the transformation. Now we investigate the singularities of the transformation. The transformation from the hodograph to the physical plane ceases to be regular when
vanishes or becomes infinite.3 The Jacobian reduces to
Zeros of J can occur only when q = 0 or \pQ or \f/e -. Now / and df/dr are always finite so the last two possibilities are eliminated by (2) . As q -* 0, / -* 1 and J -♦ 0; this corresponds to a singular point (the point at infinity) in the flow plane, and a branch point in the hodograph plane. The singularity is due to the symmetry of the flow about the x and y axes, which implies the same velocity vector at (x, y) and ( -x, -y). This has already been dealt with by the cut in the hodograph plane.
The singularity corresponding to J -is of more interest. J -implies q'\pl + (1 -M2)\pl = 0. This can only be satisfied for supersonic velocity, M > 1. Put a = M2 = 1, then the condition is ± a\po = 0,
that is (2rf + §f)qU2 sin J0 ± %ctq1/2f cos |0 = 0, whence a cot 10 (4rf/f) + 1.
The singular line in the hodograph plane, given by (7), is a double loop curve touching the sonic circle, M = 1, at 0 = 0, crossing itself at 0 = 180°, 4t(/'//) + 1 = 0, (r = .451, approximately) and touching the limit circle, q = Q at 0 = 180°. It is shown in Fig. 1 together with plots of typical streamlines in the hodograph plane.
•'Cr^gs, The breakdown of the hodograph transformation for compressible flow in two dimensions.
Camb. Phil. Trans. 44, 1948.
The limit line in the flow plane may now be found by substitution in (6) of (8).
Corresponding to the double point there are zeros of dx/dr and dy/dr taken along the q = Q Next, since ipq$ = 0 and , tpee are of the same sign, we see that the point is an extremum of and hence that lines ip = const, encircle the point and no streamline passes through it. The singularity is of order two (see ref.
3).
The flow in the physical plane. We may now see the main characteristics of the flow in the physical plane. First we draw in the limit lines, shown chain dotted in Fig. 2 . Each of the four branches leaving the point B is the join of two sheets of a Riemann surface, the four sheets of which correspond to the regions a, /3, y, S of Fig. 1 The stream line for \p = 0.5, which is also shown, never reaches the sheet 7 but goes off, after reflexion at each point where it meets the limit lines, to infinity with speed at infinity of Q. M. Roy presents an account of the mechanics of fluids and elastic solids that is based upon the application of thermodynamic principles to continua. The work covers substantially the content of a second year course of lectures at l'Ecole Polytechnique, and the object is to give a synthetic account of the fundamental principles and methods of this mechanics bearing in mind applications to engineering.
Each volume comprises two parts together with extensive appendices; the four parts are entitled "thermodynamics and mechanics of continuous and deformable media", "theory of elasticity", "equilibrium and flow of fluids", and "theory of machines". The principal contents of these parts are described briefly as follows. Part I. "Definitions and fundamentals of deformations"; finite and infinitesimal strains, Eulerian and Lagrangian co-ordinates, acceleration, equation of continuity.
"Fundamental thermodynamic principles and equations"; thermodynamic variables, first and second laws of thermodynamics, internal potential, general thermodynamic equation. "General theorems of mechanics"; stability of equilibrium, reciprocal theorems. "Applications to deformable media and elastic solids";
